Passive Income: How You Can Create Passive Incomes With Little Or No Money At All! The Little
Secrets™ of Passive Income: How you can create Passive Income with Little or No Money At All is a 47 page book. It contains 6 revealing chapters with 4 gun-t-to-the-head methods of effortlessly creating a Passive Income with whatever you are doing right now. The secrets to becoming financially free and intelligent is a simple equation: Passive Income greater than Expenses equals Financial Freedom! The financial guru's of our time teach that your money has to work for you if you are ever to reach Financial Freedom. Passive Income is the best way to accomplish this. When you think Passive Income, most people think stock investing, real estate investing, book royalties or savings accounts. Those are all good, but only represent a handful of the potential passive income streams that are available. This book is intended to get your juices flowing, give you ideas, tools and resources so that you can increase your passive income up to the point where you are financially free. Below is the book outline:

Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Mindset Paradigm Shift
Chapter 3: Money Management
Chapter 4: The Power of Arbitrage Method 1
Method 2
Method 3
Chapter 5: How to Get Started
Chapter 6: Scaling Up

Chapter 1 deals with the fundamentals, which seeks to explain the conceptual issues such as passive income and financial freedom among others. Chapter 2 takes a historical approach to clearly explain the importance of mindset paradigm shift, that is there is a need to change our mindsets, attitudes and behaviors in line with the new realities of our times, unlike the days of old. Chapter 3 critically examines the money management. This is about breaking your monthly income into a financial dream account, basic savings, financial education and basic necessities account among other points; all of which aiming at managing your financial resources within one's reach. Chapter 4 practically describes the concept of arbitrage by looking at a typical example of a fresh college graduate, who is drawing a take-home-salary of $3,000 a month. She has no debt, stays with her parents and works as an IT Engineer in a suburban area. In
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In her line of work, it's typical that employees have to work up to 15 hours each work day. The big question here is – how would she be able to start building a stream of passive income with the income she's taking home today? Read the book to get the answer. The next section on the three methods are the GAME-CHANGERS, they are well discussed with illustrative and realistic accounts to drive home the points for the reader. Grab a copy now! Chapter 5 wraps the whole content up by discussing how to practically get started, now that you've gone through the entire book in detail. The book concludes with vital facts that one needs to create and sustain passive income streams and these include the need of a strong network of friends, knowledge of leveraging and a diligent character. So, does it still look unbelievable when I say that you can buy a house with little or no money? The answers are all there in the book. Buy a copy now before its price goes up!
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**Customer Reviews**

Conventionally, I've always thought that passive income can only be generated when you have money and if you don't have (or have little), passive income is impossible. That's no longer true.
The author has provided detailed plans on how passive income is possible when you’ve got little or no money. The book goes on to show you exactly how a person earning $3000 a month can achieve consistent and stable streams of passive income sometimes even without putting his own money down. This is seriously powerful knowledge. I’ve started to put some of the concepts into practice and I’m looking to set up my 1st stream of steady passive income. Great Book!

This is a great guide on how to start earning passive income. I have always wanted to learn how to earn passive income and thanks to this guide I have seen the results that I’ve been looking for. With retirement in the back of my mind, I’m confident that I will reach my goals when that time comes. Would highly recommend this book to anyone.

This book provides practical information for generating passive income step-by-step. It is not the typical get rich overnight book. And it is not an online income which is described. The author explains a business which is a common business in the economic world and adapts it to private persons. So nearly everyone can possibly do that as well as get a passive income. It’s an easy read and has opened my eyes wide open! I didn’t realize the potential of arbitrage.

Great read right here, provides good detail that any beginner can follow. Teaches you everything from the baby steps of -passive generation to mindset paradigm shift, how to fund your passive income, how to start, conduct research and start earning passive income.

I purchased this book recently and have found it to be a great resource for building passive income. While most people are searching for that ‘secret strategy’, this book goes over the most important things that you need to have to start your passive income business. Do recommend for anyone that is just getting started in a passive income business, as this book will take away a lot of the confusion.

Everyone talks about the benefits of creating passive income streams. This book has thought me the powers of it and how to set up those income streams. It has been a great read with lots of great and beneficial information.

It has so many insights and tips that you can follow. By reading this, you’ll be able to start exploring new means of earning. You’ll be able to break away from your 9-5 job and see the
world more. You can get out of debt and relax a bit. Well written and easy to read. Such a great guide! Highly recommended! great for the beginner who wants to invest but didn't know where to start. Thank you!

Little secrets of passive income was a great book fulled with pertinent advice about the strategies to save money and how to make money multiply and accumulate. The author did a great job in relaying to the audience the importance of passive incomes through the use of his words and easy to read content. It is important to have different goals and with different goals it is wise to keep different accounts for investing. I highly recommend this book.
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